
Symetra Launching New IUL 
 

On October 9th, Symetra will be introducing their new Accumulator IUL.

 This is Symetra's first IUL product introduction in the marketplace.  While

this product has strong cash value accumulation potential,  it is designed to

be less complex and easier for the consumer to understand.  With three

index options and a guaranteed persistency bonus paid in year 11, this may

be an attractive product option if cash value accumulation and simplicity is

the primary objective.  To learn more, please click >> here.  

Mutual of Omaha - Competitive Alternative:      
 
Mutual of Omaha's Life Protection Advantage IUL is designed for
consumers who are looking for affordable premiums and long term
guarantees.  With age last birthday pricing, a no lapse guarantee to age 85
and a Guaranteed Refund Rider, the life insurance product is competitive but
also very flexible.   The Life Protection Advantage IUL is designed
to provide  lifetime protection if needed or the option to receive a return of
premium in the 15th and 20th year (15th year:50% - 20th year: 100%) if the
life insurance is no longer needed.   To see how Life Protection Advantage
IUL ranks among the industry,  please click >> here.   

Industry Readies for CSO 2017 and Principles Based
Reserving:
 
The 2017 CSO (Commissioner's Standard Ordinary) Mortality Table has
been released and is now being evaluated by the insurance industry.  The
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new CSO table indicates there is a continued improvement in mortality
from the previous insurance standard, CSO 2001.  Because the new
CSO table and Principles Based Reserving guidelines must be
officially adopted by all life companies by January 1, 2020, it is expected that
a large percentage of the carriers will gravitate to the new CSO table earlier
than the mandatory date because of the potential of reduced reserve
requirements.  The reduction in the reserve requirement translates into
increased earnings. For a brief explanation of the industry changes, please
click >> here.
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